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ABSTRACT
Shu, Tong. M.S. The University of Memphis. August 2015. Advance Bandwidth
Scheduling for Energy Efficiency in High-performance Networks. Major Professor: Chase
Qishi Wu
An increasing number of high-performance networks provision dedicated channels
through circuit-switching or MPLS/GMPLS tunneling techniques to support large data
transfer. The link bandwidths of these networks are typically shared by multiple users
through advance scheduling and reservation. The sheer volume of data transfer across
such networks in a national or international scope requires a significant amount of energy
on a daily basis. However, most existing bandwidth scheduling algorithms only concern
traditional objectives such as data transfer time minimization, and very limited efforts
have been devoted to energy efficiency in high-performance networks. In this paper, we
adopt a practical power model and formulate two advance instant bandwidth scheduling
problems according to power-down and speed scaling models to minimize energy
consumption under data transfer deadline and packet loss constraints. After proving these
two problems’ NP-completeness, we design an approximation algorithm for the
bandwidth scheduling problem in the power-down model and the polynomial time optimal
solution for its simplified version, and also design an ǫ-approximation algorithm and a fast
heuristic algorithm for the bandwidth scheduling problem in the speed scaling model in
view of the tradeoff between optimality and time cost in practice. The performance
superiority of the proposed solution in terms of energy saving is illustrated by extensive
results based on both simulated and real-life networks in comparison with existing
methods.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Data centers composed of computer servers, storage systems, and network devices
have been rapidly developed and deployed across the nation and around the globe. A large
data center with industrial scale operations may use as much electricity as a small town.
Particularly, the data centers in the United States consumed about 1.5% of national
electricity in 2006 [3]. Over the past several years, the energy used by these centers and
their supporting infrastructure is estimated to have increased by nearly 100%.
Data centers are built on both high-performance computing (HPC) facilities and
high-performance network (HPN) infrastructures. The large volumes of data processed or
generated by HPC facilities are typically carried by HPN with the capability of bandwidth
provisioning to support remote tasks in many data-intensive applications in various
science, engineering and business domains. Several HPN projects are currently underway,
including User Controlled Light Paths (UCLP) [4], Enlightened [5], Dynamic Resource
Allocation via GMPLS Optical Networks (DRAGON) [6], On-demand Secure Circuits
and Advance Reservation System (OSCARS) [7] of ESnet, Interoperable On-demand
Network (ION) of Internet2 [8], and Bandwidth Brokers [9]. The network infrastructures
such as edge devices, core switches, and backbone routers in HPN are generally
coordinated by a management framework, namely control plane, which is responsible for
reserving link bandwidths, setting up end-to-end network paths, and releasing resources
when tasks are completed. As the central function unit of a generalized control plane, the
bandwidth scheduler computes appropriate network paths and allocates link bandwidths to
meet specific user requests based on network topology and bandwidth availability.
There have been substantial research efforts on various aspects of energy efficiency
or power awareness for HPC systems. However, energy consideration in HPN especially
for bandwidth scheduling is still very limited. Most existing bandwidth scheduling
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algorithms only concern traditional optimization objectives such as minimizing data
transfer end time. In this paper, we adopt a practical power model to calculate the energy
consumption in HPN and formulate two advance instant bandwidth scheduling problems
for different scenarios to minimize energy consumption under data transfer deadline and
packet loss constraints. We prove their NP-completeness and design a series of
approximation and heuristic algorithms, referred to as Smart Advance reserVation for
Energy Efficiency (SAVEE), in view of the tradeoff between energy consumption
minimization and the time complexity requirement in practice. Particularly, we design a
polynomial-time optimal solution for a simplified version of the static energy consumption
saving problem and provide its rigorous correctness proof. The performance superiority of
the proposed solutions in terms of energy saving is illustrated by extensive results based
on both simulated and real-life networks in comparison with existing methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a survey of
related work. In Chapter 3, we formulate two bandwidth scheduling problems according
to two different energy saving policies: power-down and speed scaling, respectively. The
NP-completeness of these two problems is proved in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we design
an approximation algorithm for the bandwidth scheduling problem of the power-down
policy and an optimal solution for its simplified version. For the bandwidth scheduling
problem of the speed scaling policy, an ǫ-approximation algorithm and a fast heuristic
algorithm are designed in Chapter 6. Chapters 7 and 8 present the performance evaluation
results of the proposed algorithms in different scenarios. Chapter 9 summarizes and
concludes this paper.
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Chapter 2
Related Work

2.1 Green Networking
Green networking techniques fall in four categories: resource consolidation,
energy-proportional computing, selective connectedness, and virtualization. The first two
techniques are more suited for network infrastructures. Selective connectedness allows
unused resources at the edge of a network to be shut down for energy saving. A typical
example of virtualization is to share servers in data centers, thus reducing hardware and
cooling costs and improving energy management [10].
Resource consolidation (also called power-down) reduces energy waste due to
over-provisioning and over-dimensioning of network infrastructures [10], e.g. by turning
off some lightly loaded routers and rerouting the network traffic on a selected set of active
network equipments [11]. It is often referred to as a powering-down strategy and several
such methods have been proposed. Zhang et al. proposed an intra-domain traffic
engineering mechanism, GreenTE, to maximize the number of idle links under given link
utilization and packet delay constraints [12]. Andrews et al. studied a periodic scheduling
problem to determine the path of each traffic stream for a given network and traffic
matrix [13]. They proposed a schedule to minimize the active period per network element
for a line topology, which was extended to an arbitrary topology by network partition, and
designed a logarithmic approximation algorithm for both energy and delay minimization.
Considering that many links in core networks are actually bundles of multiple physical
cables and line cards that can be shut down independently, Fisher et al. identified an
NP-complete problem of maximizing the number of shutdown cables, and proposed
several heuristics based on linear optimization techniques [14]. Chiaraviglio et al.
investigated a way to support network traffic on a minimal subset of network resources by
turning of network nodes and links under full connectivity and maximum link utilization
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constraints [15]. Although the power-down policy can save static energy consumption,
frequently powering on and down routers and line cards reduces the lifespan of devices
and involve time overhead to boot up devices.
Energy-proportional computing (also called speed scaling) ensures that the power
consumption scales proportionally with the amount of workload [11]. Typical examples
include dynamic voltage and frequency scaling and adaptive link rate [10]. In the network
field, it can be viewed as a speed-scaling strategy, and several such methods have been
proposed for the Internet. Tang et al. formulated a flow allocation problem for the cases of
a single (SF-RAP) session and multiple (MF-RAP) sessions in wired networks [16]: given
a set of candidate paths for each end-to-end communication session, find a feasible flow
allocation to minimize the incremental power consumption, subject to the constraint that
the traffic demand of each session is satisfied. Since the problem in both cases is NP-hard,
they proposed a Mixed Integer Linear Programming formulation and an LP-based
heuristic algorithm for MF-RAP, and designed a 2-approximation algorithm for SF-RAP.
Andrews et al. formulated a min-power routing problem and considered various
speed-power curves as a function of the processing speed [17]. When the function is
superadditive, they showed that there is no bounded approximation in general for
single-path routing, which is in contrast with the well-known logarithmic approximation
for subadditive functions. For polynomial speed-power curves, they showed a constant
approximation via a simple scheme of randomized rounding. The speed scaling policy can
save dynamic energy consumption according to the specific power models of network
devices. Fig. 2.1 [1] shows the actual measurement on power consumption of Cisco
routers in various cases. Simplified power consumption models in the literature such as a
step function and a power function are insufficient to quantify complex power
consumption in HPNs.
Most research efforts on green networking focus on the packet delivery via the IP
protocol on the Internet. Similar efforts via MPLS and RSVP-TE protocols in dedicated
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A power increase
of 117W can be
observed when the
ASR1000-ESP20
module is added.

0

Fig. 2.1. A power profile chart showing charateristics of the Cisco ASR 1000 Series.
Details show Watts used from initial boot-up, one PSU and the addition of a PSU and
other modules. Power utilization on a non-redundant, partially populated chassis at
maximum line rate with firewall enabled did not surpass 360W [1].

networks are still quite limited. In this paper, we exploit a polynomial function to model
complex power consumption of network equipments and then utilize both powering-down
and speed-scaling strategies to achieve energy efficiency in high-performance networks.
2.2 Bandwidth Scheduling
As dedicated networks are increasingly developed and deployed under different
high-performance networking initiatives, many scheduling algorithms have been designed
for advance bandwidth reservation.
In [18], Rao et al. described four basic scheduling problems with different
constraints on target bandwidths and time slots, i.e. specified bandwidth in a specified
time slot, earliest available time with a specified bandwidth and duration, highest available
bandwidth in a specified time slot, and all available time slots with a specified bandwidth
and duration. The solutions to the first three problems are straightforward extensions of
the classical Dijkstra’s algorithm, while the last one is based on an extension of
Bellman-Ford algorithm. Guerin et al. investigated these basic scheduling problems with
5

several extensions in [19] with a focus on increasing the flexibility of services. In [20],
Grimmell et al. formulated a dynamic quickest path problem, which deals with the
transmission of a message from a source to a destination with the minimum end-to-end
delay over a network with propagation delays and dynamic link bandwidth constraints.
In [21], files are transferred with varying bandwidths in different time slots in a simple
case where the path is pre-specified. Ganguly et al. generalized the problems of finding an
optimal path in a graph with varying bandwidths to minimize the total transfer time
in [22], where they also proposed to find the minimum number of path switchings for a
file transfer in a specified number of time slots. In [23], Gorinsky et al. proposed a Virtual
Finish Time First algorithm to schedule incoming files in a preemptive manner to
minimize total transfer end time on a dedicated channel.
In view of different transport constraints and application requirements, Lin et al.
formulated four types of instant bandwidth scheduling problems as follows [24]: Given a
network graph with an available time-bandwidth (ATB) table combining the reservation
information on all links, source vs and destination vd , data size δ,
• FPFB: compute a fixed path from vs to vd with a constant (fixed) bandwidth;
• FPVB: compute a fixed path from vs to vd with varying bandwidths across multiple
time slots;
• VPFB: compute a set of paths from vs to vd with the same (fixed) bandwidth at
different time slots;
• VPVB: compute a set of paths from vs to vd with varying bandwidths at different
time slots,
with the common goal to minimize the data transfer end time.
Since many real-life HPN employ FPFB as the primary service model, our work
focuses on bandwidth scheduling in the case of FPFB for energy efficiency.
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Chapter 3
Problem Formulation

3.1 Cost Models
We consider an HPN G(V, L) that consists of a set V of routers connected through
a set L of full duplex wired links of capacities CL = {Cl |l ∈ L}. Each router v is
equipped with Nv line cards cv,i , i = 1, 2, ..., Nv , each of which contains multiple ports.
Each line card cv,i includes a transmitter cTv,i and a receiver cR
v,i . The set V of routers and
the set LC of line cards on all the routers make up a set D of network devices, i.e.
D = V ∪ LC. Each link has a constant packet loss rate γl (0 ≤ γl ≤ 1). A user data
transfer request R(vs , vd , δ, tA , γ) specifies the source vs , the destination vd , the data size
δ, the time point tA (tA ≥ 0) when the data are available for transfer, and the maximum
packet loss rate γ of data transfer.
BU
) to store
We use a boot-up time (BUT) list TDBU (including entries TvBU and Tv,i

the amount of time required for activating all network devices. Based on TDBU and the
current bandwidth reservation status, an energy-aware bandwidth scheduler is able to shut
down idle network devices for energy saving as long as the idle time is longer than the
boot-up (or activation) time. We also use a up-down state (UDS) table UD (t) to keep track
of the time-varying up-down states of all network devices. If router v and line card cv,i are
powered off at time point t, Uv (t) and Uv,i (t) are set to 0; otherwise, they are set to 1.
In addition, the scheduler maintains a powered-on time (POT) list TDon (including
on
entries Tvon and Tv,i
) to record the amount of time, during which a network device (such as

router v and line card cv,i ) is continuously powered on up to the current time. Here,
on
Tv,i
= 0 if Tvon ≤ TvBU . Based on the BUT and POT lists, the scheduler calculates an

available state table AD (t) as follows: if router v or line card cv,i is operable at time point
t, Av (t) or Av,i (t) is set to 1; otherwise (either shut down or being booted up), it is set to 0.
Obviously, Av,i (t) = 0 if Av (t) = 0.
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The actual capacity of link l at time point t depends on the status of the routers and
line cards on both ends:
Cl (t) = Cl ·

Y

Av,i (t).

(3.1)

cv,i ∈l

The scheduler maintains an available time-bandwidth (ATB) table BLA (t) for all
directed links L in each time slot in future. For each directed link l, there is a step function
in terms of time t to describe its available bandwidth. Once the scheduler accepts a new
user request over a computed network path for a certain time duration, or a network device
is shut down or booted up, the available time-bandwidth is dynamically updated to
BlA (t) = Cl (t) − BlR (t) ≥ 0, where BlR (t) is the reserved bandwidth on link l at time
point t. We denote the available time-bandwidth table from tA as
(t[0], t[1], b0 [0], b1 [0], ..., bm−1 [0]), ..., (t[TA − 1], t[TA ], b0 [TA − 1], b1 [TA −
1], ..., bm−1 [TA − 1]), where TA is the total number of time slots from tA after the
aggregation of the ATB table of all m links.
We use Bp (t) to denote the bottleneck bandwidth of path ps,d from source vs to
destination vd at time point t:
Bp (t) = min BlA (t).
l∈p

(3.2)

According to the architecture of commercial routers, We extend the power model
in [25] to a more general power model, and employ it to calculate the power consumption
T
R
of router v with a set of traffic loads Rv = {rv , rv,i
, rv,i
|i = 1, · · · , Nv }, where rv is the

sum of incoming, outgoing and forwarding traffic loads on router v, and riT and riR are
transmitted and received traffic loads on line card cv,i , respectively.
Pv = PvS + PvD (Rv ),

(3.3)

where
PvS =

Nv
X
i=0
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S
Pv,i
,

(3.4)

and
D
PvD (Rv ) = Pv,0
(rv ) +

Nv
X

T
T
Pv,i
(rv,i
)+

Nv
X

R
R
Pv,i
(rv,i
).

(3.5)

i=1

i=1

Here, PvS is the static power consumption of router v consisting of the static power
S
consumption Pv,0
for the chassis of router v and the static power consumption of all the
S
line cards on router v; Pv,i
(i ≥ 1) is the static power consumption of the i-th line card on

router v in a base configuration. PvD (Rv ) is the dynamic power consumption of router v,
D
which is a function of traffic loads Rv . Pv,0
(·) is the dynamic power consumption function
T
T
R
R
for the chassis of router v with respect to the total traffic load. Pv,i
(rv,i
) and Pv,i
(rv,i
) are
R
T
the power consumption functions of transmitting data rate rv,i
and receiving data rate rv,i

on line card cv,i , respectively. We use a polynomial function P (r) of data rate r to model
T
T
R
R
the dynamic power consumption of network devices, PvD (Rv ), Pv,i
(rv,i
) and Pv,i
(rv,i
). As

a power modeling function, P (r) is non-decreasing in R+ (i.e. dP (r)/dr ≥ 0 for r ∈ R+ ).
P (r) = ak r k + ak−1 r k−1 + · · · + a1 r(r ∈ R+ , ai ∈ R, k ∈ Z++ ).

(3.6)

Hence, the energy consumption Ep (t1 , t2 ) incurred by a user request over path p
during a time range from time t1 to time t2 consists of a static part EpS (t1 , t2 ) and a
dynamic part EpD (t1 , t2 ):
Ep (t1 , t2 ) = EpS (t1 , t2 ) + EpD (t1 , t2 ),

(3.7)

where
EpS (t1 , t2 )

=

XZ
v∈p

+

t2
BU
t1 −TvBU − max Tv,i

X Z

cv,i ∈p

cv,i ∈p

S
(1 − Uv (t))Pv,0
dt

(3.8)

t2
BU
t1 −Tv,i
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(1 −

S
Uv,i (t))Pv,i
dt,

and
EpD (t1 , t2 )

=

Z

t1

[

t2

X
v∈p

+[

X

T
T
T
T
Pv,i
(rv,i
(t) + rp (t1 , t2 )) − Pv,i
(rv,i
(t))]

X

R
R
R
R
Pv,i
(rv,i
(t) + rp (t1 , t2 )) − Pv,i
(rv,i
(t))]dt.

cT
v,i ∈p

+[

D
D
Pv,0
(rv (t) + rp (t1 , t2 )) − Pv,0
(rv (t))]

cR
v,i ∈p

(3.9)

Eq. 3.8 calculates the incremental static energy consumption used for booting up
and powering on all the necessary routers and line cards to meet the new user request.
Eq. 3.9 calculates the incremental dynamic energy consumption of all the routers and line
cards on a path. We tabulate the main notations used in the cost models in Table ?? for
convenient reference.
3.2 Problem Definition
Based on the above cost models, we formulate two instant scheduling problems as
follows:
Definition 1. FPFB-MEC-Static: Given a directed network graph G(V, L) with link
capacities CL and packet loss rates γL , a user request R(vs , vd , δ, tA , γ), a data transfer
deadline tD , an available bandwidth-time table BLA (t), a device up-down state table
S
UD (t), a boot-up time list TDBU as well as static power models Pv,i
, and dynamic power
T
T
R
R
models PvD (rv ), Pv,i
(rv,i
) and Pv,i
(rv,i
) of concave functions starting from the origin of the

coordinates, we wish to find a triplet (p, t1 , t2 ) of a fixed path p with a fixed data rate, start
time t1 , and end time t2 to meet the user request R with minimum energy consumption:

min

tA ≤t1 <t2 ≤tD ,p∈Ps,d

10

Ep (t1 , t2 ),

(3.10)

subject to
(t2 − t1 ) · rp (t1 , t2 ) = δ,
rp (t1 , t2 ) ≤ min Bp (t),
t1 ≤t≤t2

Y
l∈p

(3.11)

(1 − γl ) ≥ 1 − γ.

Definition 2. FPFB-MEC-Dynamic: Given a directed network graph G(V, L) with all
the network devices powered on, where each link l ∈ L is associated with an available
bandwidth BlA (t), traffic load rl (t) and a packet loss rate γl and each router v ∈ V has
T
T
R
R
polynomial power modeling functions PvD (rv ), Pv,i
(rv,i
) and Pv,i
(rv,i
) of data rates rv ,
T
R
rv,i
, rv,i
for its router chassis, line card transmitters and receivers, as well as a user

request R(vs , vd , δ, tA , γ) and a data transfer deadline tD , we wish to find a triplet
(p, t1 , t2 ) of a fixed path p with a fixed data rate, start time t1 , and end time t2 to meet the
user request R with minimum energy consumption:

min

tA ≤t1 <t2 ≤tD ,p∈Ps,d

EpD (t1 , t2 ),

(3.12)

subject to
(t2 − t1 ) · rp (t1 , t2 ) = δ,
rp (t1 , t2 ) ≤ min Bp (t),
t1 ≤t≤t2

Y
l∈p

(1 − γl ) ≥ 1 − γ.
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(3.13)

Table 3.1. Notations used in the problem formulation.
Parameters
G(V, L)
CL
Nv
LC
cv,i
cTv,i
cR
v,i
D
γL
out
L (v)
Lin (v)
R(vs , vd , δ, tA , γ)
tD
TDBU
UD (t)
BlA (t)
Bp (t)
Ps,d
rp (t1 , t2 )
rv (t)
T
rv,i
(t)
R
rv,i (t)
S
Pv,0
S
Pv,i
(i ≥ 1)
D
Pv,0
(r)
T
Pv,i
(r)(i ≥ 1)
R
Pv,i
(r)(i ≥ 1)

Ep (t1 , t2 )
EpS (t1 , t2 )
EpD (t1 , t2 )

Definitions
A directed network graph of a set V of routers and
a set L of directed links among them
A set of the capacities of directed links L
The number of line cards on router v
A set of line cards
The i-th line card on router v
The transmitter of the i-th line card on router v
The receiver of the i-th line card on router v
A set of network devices (routers and line cards)
A set of packet loss rates of directed links L
A set of outgoing directed links from router v
A set of incoming directed links to router v
A user request for transferring data of size δ from source vs to
destination vd after available time tA with packet loss not more
than γ
The deadline of data transfer
A boot-up time list of all the devices
A up-down state table of all the devices
Available bandwidth of directed link l at time t
Bottleneck bandwidth of path p at time t
A set of paths from source vs to destination vd
The data rate on path p from time t1 to time t2
The total data rate of incoming, outgoing and forwarding flows on
router v at time t
The total data rate of outgoing flows on line card cv,i at time t
The total data rate of incoming flows on line card cv,i at time t
Static power consumption of the chassis of router v
Static power consumption of line card cv,i
Dynamic power consumption of the chassis of router v with traffic
loads at data rate r
Dynamic power consumption of line card cv,i for transmitting data
at rate r
Dynamic power consumption of line card cv,i for receiving data at
rate r
Incremental energy consumption over path p from time t1 to time t2
Incremental static energy consumption over path p from time t1 to
time t2
Incremental dynamic energy consumption over path p from time t1
to time t2
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Chapter 4
Complexity Analysis

4.1 Complexity Analysis for FPFB-MEC-Static
In this section, we prove that FPFB-MEC-Static is NP-complete by using a
reduction from the weight constrained shortest path (WCSP) problem, whose
NP-completeness is shown in [26]. Given a directed network graph together with a start
node, an end node, and a non-negative cost and a non-negative weight value for each
directed edge, the weight constrained shortest path problem is to find the least cost path
from the start node to the end node subject to a limit on the total weight.
Theorem 1. The FPFB-MEC-Static problem is NP-complete.
Proof. We first show that FPFB-MEC-Static ∈ NP. Given a solution (a path from vs to vd
as well as data transfer start time t1 and end time t2 ) to FPFB-MEC-Static, one can verify
the validity of the solution in polynomial time by checking whether or not the data transfer
meet the user requirement and the deadline. This check obviously can be done in
polynomial time.
Then, we consider a special case of FPFB-MEC-Static as follows: Given a
directed network graph G(V, L) with packet loss rates γL and the same link capacity C, in
which all the links are ready at time tA and idle after time tA , a user request
R(vs , vd , δ, tA , γ), a data transfer deadline tD = tA + δ/C, and static power consumption
S
{Pv,0
} of router chassis without other power consumption, the goal is to find a triplet

(p, t1 , t2 ) of a fixed path p with a fixed data rate, start time t1 , and end time t2 to meet the
user request R with the minimum energy consumption. Obviously, t1 = tA and
t2 = tA + δ/C. In essence, the special case is equivalent to the following problem (P1):
Given a directed network graph G(V, L) with source vs and destination vd , a non-negative
S
weight wl = −log(1 − γl ) for each directed edge, and a non-negative cost cv = Pv,0
· δ/C

for each node, the goal is to find the least cost path p from vs to vd under the total weight
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constraint

P

l∈p

wl ≤ W = −log(1 − γ). Furthermore, for any two directed edges

i, j ∈ L, let wi = wj = wv if edges i and j end at the same node v. Accordingly, a
problem P2 as a special case of P1 can be stated as follows: Given a directed network
graph G(V, L) with source vs and destination vd , non-negative weight wv and cost cv for
P
each node, the goal is to find a path with the least total cost v∈p cv from vs to vd under
P
the total weight constraint v∈p,v6=s wv ≤ W .
We now reduce the WCSP problem to the special case P2 of FPFB-MEC-Static.

The WCSP problem is formulated as follows: Given a directed network G′ (V ′ , L′ ),
together with source vs′ , destination vd′ , cost c′l′ ≥ 0 and weight wl′′ ≥ 0 for each directed
edge, the goal is to find the least cost path from vs′ to vd′ subject to a limit W on the total
weight. For any instance in WCSP, we add two new virtual directed edges {ls′ , ld′ } into
G′ (V ′ , L′ ), where ls′ and ld′ are an incoming link to vs and an outgoing link from vd
respectively, and then construct a new directed graph G(V, L) with V = L′ ∪ {ls′ , ld′ }. If
the end node of edge li′ and the start node of edge lj′ are the same in G′ , there is a directed
edge from node li′ to node lj′ in G. For illustration purposes, we provide a small network
example in Fig. 4.1(a), where V ′ = {v0′ , v1′ , v2′ }, L′ = {l1′ , l2′ , l3′ }, vs′ = v0′ and vd′ = v2′ . In
the newly constructed graph, V = {l1′ , l2′ , l3′ , ls′ , ld′ }, L = {l0 , l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 }, and node costs
and weights are shown in Fig. 4.1(b).
Assume that FPFB-MEC-Static can be solved in polynomial time. Then, P2 as its
special case can be solved in polynomial time, and thus WCSP is can be solved in
polynomial time. This contradicts with the NP-completeness of WCSP. Hence,
FPFB-MEC-Static cannot be solved in polynomial time unless P = NP . Proof ends.
4.2 Complexity Analysis for FPFB-MEC-Dynamic
We also prove that FPFB-MEC-Dynamic is NP-complete by reducing to a special
case of FPFB-MEC-Dynamic from WCSP.
Theorem 2. The FPFB-MEC-Dynamic problem is NP-complete.
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Fig. 4.1. A small network example: (a) a network graph G′ in WCSP; (b) the newly
constructed network graph G in P2.

Proof. We can show that FPFB-MEC-Dynamic ∈ NP in the same way used in the proof
of Theorem 1. Then, we consider a special case of FPFB-MEC-Dynamic as follows:
Given a directed network graph G(V, L) with packet loss rates γL and the same link
capacity C, where all the network devices are idle after time tA and always powered on,
and each router only has linear dynamic power consumption PvD (rv ) = fv ∗ rv , as well as
a user request R(vs , vd , δ, tA , γ) and a data transfer deadline tD , the goal is to find a triplet
of a fixed path p, start time t1 , and end time t2 at a fixed data rate to meet the user request
R with minimum energy consumption. Obviously, t1 = tA and t2 = tA + δ/C. In essence,
the special case is equivalent to the following problem (P3): Given a directed network
graph G(V, L) with source vs and destination vd , a non-negative weight
wl = −log(1 − γl ) for each directed edge, and a non-negative cost cv = fv · δ for each
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node, the goal is to find the least cost path p from vs to vd under the total weight constraint
P
l∈p wl ≤ W = −log(1 − γ). Furthermore, the problem P2 in the proof of Theorem 1 is
also a special case of P3, and has proved to be NP-complete, so FPFB-MEC-Dynamic is
also NP-complete. Proof ends.
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Chapter 5
Algorithm Design for FPFB-MEC-Static

5.1 An Approximation Algorithm for FPFB-MEC-Static
We propose an approximation algorithm SAVEE-Sta-App for the
FPFB-MEC-Static problem. The pseudocode of SAVEE-Sta-App is provided in Alg. 1.
Given a user request, the scheduler first updates the ATB table according to the BUT and
POT lists (Line 1). TU DS contains the start and end time points of all the time slots in the
UDS table (Line 2); and TBU contains the boot-up time of all the line cards when the
router is powered on or shut down (Line 3). Since the data transfer must start and finish
within the period from tA to tD , the algorithm varies the transfer start time slot x from 1th
time slot to yth time slot for a given data transfer end time slot y, and finds the path ρ with
the minimum energy consumption such that the data of size δ can be transferred during
the time slot range [x + 1, y]. The algorithm repeatedly increases y by 1, and computes the
optimal transfer start time t1 and end time t2 by considering all possible x and y values
(Lines 5-6). SAVEE-Sta-App further defines the following notations:
• bl : the maximum available bandwidth of link l over the entire time slot range
[x + 1, y] (Lines 7-8),
• B0 : the minimum bandwidth to transfer the data of size δ during time slots [x + 1, y]
(Line 9),
• B1 : the maximum bandwidth to transfer the data of size δ from the beginning of
start time slot x + 1 to end time slot y (Line 10),
• B2 : the maximum bandwidth to transfer the data of size δ from start time slot x + 1
to the end of end time slot y (Line 20).
In each time range, SAVEE-Sta-App selects all the link bandwidths within the upper and
lower boundaries as mentioned above (Lines 11 and 21). For a given path and a given
bandwidth, the optimal bandwidth reservation either starts at time ts ∈ TS (TS is the set of
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all possible data transfer start time points as defined in Line 12) or ends at time te ∈ TE
(TE is the set of all possible data transfer end time points as defined in Line 22),
depending on the static energy consumption of data transfer over different time slots in the
UDS table (Lines 12 and 23), and thus SAVEE-Sta-App calculates the exact time range
[τ1 , τ2 ] (Lines 14-15, 24-25). Then, the minimum energy consumption ε in this time range
and the corresponding path are calculated using an existing approximation algorithm
in [27] or [28] based on a new graph constructed from the original one (Lines 16-17,
26-27). SAVEE-Sta-App guarantees that the returned energy consumption is minimized
since it examines all possible transfer time ranges and bandwidths (Lines 11-19, 21-29).
Finally, SAVEE-Sta-App updates the ATB table to reserve the bandwidth, and the UDS
table to boot up necessary devices and shut down unused devices (Line 30).
In the original network graph, the number of all possible paths is exponential,
which prohibits an exhaustive search. Since routers and line cards are the main energy
consumers, we assign each router with ingress and egress line cards a weight of energy
consumption (not a link weight). Therefore, the shortest path algorithm does not work on
the original network graph. To address this issue, we construct a new directed graph
G′ (V ′ , L′ ) with weights of wL′ and cost of cL′ from G(V, L), where the incoming links to
vs and outgoing links from vd have been deleted from L in G because they are useless.
Here, we do not only think of physical links as directed edges, but also consider router
chassis and line card transmitters and receivers as directed edges in G′ , i.e.
′
T
R
L′ = L ∪ V ∪ {cTv,i , cR
v,i |cv,i ∈ LC}. The cost cl′ of edge l ∈ V ∪ {cv,i , cv,i |cv,i ∈ LC} is

the energy consumption of network device v, cTv,i , cR
v,i for transferring data of size δ from
time τ1 to time τ2 , which is a constant for a given data rate within a given time range. We
ignore the energy consumption in fibre optic cables, so cl′ = 0 for l′ ∈ L. The weight wl′
of edge l′ ∈ L is the weight wl = −log(1 − γl ), and wl′ = 0 for
l′ ∈ V ∪ {cTv,i , cR
v,i |cv,i ∈ LC}. For illustration purposes, we provide a small network
example in Fig. 5.1(a), where V = {v0 , v1 , v2 , v3 }, L is updated from {l0 , l2 , . . . , l9 } to
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Algorithm 1: SAVEE-Sta-App
S
Input: G, CL , γL , R, tD , AT B, UDS, BUT , and {Pv,i
}
Output: Minimum energy consumption Emin , path p, start time t1 and end time t2
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:

Updates the ATB table according to the BUT and POT lists;
TU DS = {the start and end time points of all the time slots in the UDS table};
BU , T BU + T BU |v ∈ V, c
TBU = {0, Tv,i
v,i ∈ LC};
v
v,i
Emin = ∞;
for y = 1 to TA do
for x = 0 to y − 1 do
for all l ∈ L do
bl = min bl [i];
B0 =

x≤i≤y−1
δ
t[y]−t[x] ;
δ
t[y−1]−t[x] ;

B1 =
for all β ∈ {bl |B0 ≤ bl < B1 , l ∈ L} do
TS = {t′ + t′′ |t[x] ≤ t′ + t′′ ≤ t[y] − βδ , t′ ∈ TU DS , t′′ ∈ TBU };
for all ts ∈ TS do
τ 1 = ts ;
τ2 = ts + βδ ;
Construct a directed graph G′ (V ′ , L′ ) from G with weights wL′ and costs
cL′ = {El′ (τ1 , τ2 ), l′ ∈ L′ };
(ε, ρ) = the minimum energy cost and the corresponding path to transfer the data of
size δ from vs to vd during the exact time range [τ1 , τ2 ] based on G′ ;
if ε < Emin then
Emin = ε; p = ρ; t1 = τ1 ; t2 = τ2 ;
δ
;
B2 = t[y]−t[x+1]
for all β ∈ {bl |B0 ≤ bl < B2 , l ∈ L} do
TE = {t′ |t[x] + βδ ≤ t′ ≤ t[y], t′ ∈ TU DS };
for all te ∈ TE do
τ1 = te − βδ ;
τ 2 = te ;
Construct a directed graph G′ (V ′ , L′ ) with weights of wL′ and costs of cL′ in the
same way as above;
Compute the minimum energy consumption and the corresponding path (ε, ρ);
if ε < Emin then
Emin = ε; p = ρ; t1 = τ1 ; t2 = τ2 ;
Update the ATB table and the UDS table to indicate when the routers and line cards are booted
up or shut down.
return (Emin , p, t1 , t2 ).
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Fig. 5.1. A small network example: (a) the original network graph; (b) the newly
constructed graph.

{l0 , l2 , . . . , l5 } because vs = v0 and vd = v3 , and the line card configurations are as
T
R
T
follows: l0 is from cT0,1 in v0 to cR
1,1 in v1 ; l1 is from c0,2 in v0 to c2,1 in v2 ; l2 is from c1,2 in
T
R
T
R
v1 to cR
2,2 in v2 ; l3 is from c2,2 in v2 to c1,2 in v1 ; l4 is from c1,1 in v1 to c3,1 in v3 ; l5 is from

cT2,1 in v2 to cR
3,2 in v3 . In the new graph constructed from the original one,
R
R
R
R
R
L′ = {v0 , v1 , v2 , v3 } ∪ {cT0,1 , cT0,2 , cT1,1 , cT1,2 , cT2,1 , cT2,1 , cR
1,1 , c1,2 , c2,1 , c2,1 , c3,1 , c3,2 } ∪

{l0 , l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l5 } is shown in Fig. 5.1(b).
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5.2 SAVEE-Sta-Opt for the Simplified FPFB-MEC-Static without the Packet Loss
Constraint
Before providing the approximate ratio of SAVEE-Sta-App, we would like to
consider a simplified version of FPFB-MEC-Static without the packet loss constraint,
P
such as the case of l∈L wl ≤ W . For this simplified problem, we can also simplify
SAVEE-Sta-App to be SAVEE-Sta-Opt that produces an optimal solution by using

Dijkstra’s algorithm to calculate the minimum energy consumption ε in this time range
[τ1 , τ2 ] and the corresponding path on the new constructed graph G′ (Lines 16-17, 26-27 in
Algorithm 1). In this section, we will show the optimality proof for SAVEE-Sta-Opt for
the simplified FPFB-MEC-Static without the packet loss Constraint.
Lemma 1. Given the start or end time of a data transfer, the optimal reserved bandwidth
is in the set of available bandwidths of all the links.
Proof. Given a data size δ to be transferred on any fixed path, energy consumption
Ep (δ) = EpS (δ) + EpD (δ) = EpS (r · t) + δ · (PpD (r) · t)/(r · t) = EpS (r · t) + δ · PpD (r)/r.
Hence, minimizing energy consumption Ep (δ) is equivalent to minimizing both EpS (r · t)
and PpD (r)/r. The dynamic power consumption per data rate is calculated as follows:
d(PpD (r)/r)
1 dPpD (r) PpD (r)
= (
−
).
dr
r
dr
r

(5.1)

Since PpD (r) is a concave function with PpD (0) = 0,
PpD (r − ∆r) ≥ PpD (r) · (r − ∆r)/r (∆r ≥ 0). Thus, we have
(PpD (r) − PpD (r − ∆r))/∆r ≤ PpD (r)/r. Then, we have
PpD (r) − PpD (r − ∆r)
PpD (r)
dPpD (r)
= lim
≤
.
∆r→0
dr
∆r
r
Therefore,

d(PpD (r)/r)
dr

(5.2)

≤ 0. In addition, EpS (r · t) is a monotonically increasing

function of t and thus a monotonically decreasing function of r for the given data size δ.
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That is, the energy consumption Ep (δ) is minimized when r achieves the maximum
available bandwidth BpA (T ) of path p during the shortest period T under the constraint
T · BpA (T ) = δ. Since BpA (T ) = min min BlA (t) ∈ {BlA (t)|l ∈ L, 0 ≤ t ≤ T }, the
0≤t≤T l∈p

reserved bandwidth of the optimal solution is in the set of available bandwidths of all the
links. Proof ends.
We use tS and tE to denote the start and end time of one or multiple continuous
time slots in the ATB table (tS < tE ), and use BLA (tS , tE ) to denote the set of available
bandwidths of all the links from time tS to time tE .
TS (tS , tE ) = {t′ + t′′ |tS ≤ t′ + t′′ ≤ tE − βδ , t′ ∈ TU DS , t′′ ∈ TBU , β ∈ BLA (tS , tE )}, and
TE (tS , tE ) = {t′ |tS +

δ
β

≤ t′ ≤ tE , t′ ∈ TU DS , β ∈ BLA (tS , tE )}. We have the following

lemma:
Lemma 2. Given a data transfer request, there exists an optimal bandwidth reservation,
which either starts at a time point in TS or ends at a time point in TE .
Proof. Since we consider a dynamic power model of a concave function with respect to
the data rate, given the size of data to be transferred, the dynamic energy consumption of
data transfer is minimized at the maximum data rate on any fixed path. In addition, the
static power consumption of data transfer remains the same within one time slot in the
UDS table on any fixed path. According to Lemma 1, BLA (tS , tE ) contains all possible
bandwidths of the optimal bandwidth reservation from tS to tE . The data transfer within
the time range from tS to tE at rate β must start before tE −

δ
β

and must end after tS + βδ .

Since there exists an optimal bandwidth reservation that either ends at the end of a time
slot in the UDS table or immediately follows a boot-up period in TBU (defined in Line 3 in
Alg. 1) that begins at the start time of a time slot in the UDS table, there exists an optimal
bandwidth reservation that either starts at a time point in TS or ends at a time point in TE .
Proof ends.
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Theorem 3. The SAVEE-Sta-Opt algorithm yields an optimal solution to the simplified
FPFB-MEC-Static problem without the packet loss constraint.
Proof. Given a data size and a reserved bandwidth, the data transfer time is a constant.
Therefore, according to Lemma 1 and 2, SAVEE-Sta-Opt tries all possible triplets of the
bandwidth and the time ranges of one optimal bandwidth reservation. For a given
bandwidth and a given time range, Dijkstra’s algorithm computes the path with the
minimum energy consumption in G′ . In sum, SAVEE-Sta-Opt finds a triplet (p, t1 , t2 ) of
the path, start time and end time with the minimum energy consumption to transfer the
data at a fixed rate on a fixed path. Proof ends.
According to the ATB table, the scheduler shuts down idle devices only at the
beginning of some time slots in the ATB table and boots up these devices if necessary in
the future. Hence, |TU DS | is not more than TA (|D + 1|). |TBU | ≤ 2|D|, and thus |TS | is not
more than |TU DS ||TBU | ≤ 2TA |D|(|D + 1|). Similarly, |TE | is not more than |TU DS |. The
time complexity of Lines 16-17 is O(|L| + |D|log|D|) according to Dijkstra’s algorithm.
The time complexity of Lines 11-19 is O(|L|TA |D|2(|L| + |D|log|D|)). Therefore, the
time complexity of the SAVEE-Sta-Opt algorithm is O(TA3 |L||D|2(|L| + |D|log|D|)).
5.3 The Approximate Ratio of SAVEE-Sta-App
Based on the optimality proof and the time complexity analysis for
SAVEE-Sta-Opt for the simplified FPFB-MEC-Static without the packet loss Constraint,
we can deduce the approximate ratio of SAVEE-Sta-App.
Theorem 4. SAVEE-Sta-App can find a feasible triplet (p, t1 , t2 ) of energy consumption
within the least energy consumption multiplied by (1 + ǫ) in time
O(TA3 |L|2 |D|3(log log log |D| + ǫ−1 )) if the approximation algorithm in [27] is used in
Lines 17 and 27 in Algorithm 1.
Proof. The approximation algorithm of WCSP in [27] can find a feasible path whose cost
is within the least cost multiplied by (1 + ǫ) in time O(mn(log log log n + ǫ−1 )), where n
23

and m are the number of nodes and the number of edges, respectively. The approximate
ratio of SAVEE-Sta-App is the worst approximate ratio in all the cases. Proof ends.
Theorem 5. SAVEE-Sta-App can find a triplet (p, t1 , t2 ) with no more than the least
energy consumption and packet loss rate within (1 + ǫ) of its requirement in time
O(TA3 |L||D|3 (|L| + |D|log|D|)ǫ−1) if the approximation algorithm in [28] is used in
Lines 17 and 27 in Algorithm 1.
Proof. The approximation algorithm of WCSP in [28] can find a path with no more than
the least cost and a weight within (1 + ǫ) of its requirement in time
O((m + n log n)Hǫ−1 ), where n, m and H are the number of nodes, the number of edges,
and the number of hops of the longest unweighted path, respectively. Proof ends.
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Chapter 6
Algorithm Design for FPFB-MEC-Dynamic

In this chapter, we design a pseudo-polynomial time approximation algorithm and
a fast heuristic algorithm for FPFB-MEC-Dynamic. The design for these two algorithms
is based on the following feature of FPFB-MEC-Dynamic.
Lemma 3. If FPFB-MEC-Dynamic has feasible solutions, there exists an optimal solution
where either the start time is the beginning of a time slot in the ATB table or the end time
is the end of a time slot in the ATB table.
Proof. The energy consumption of data transfer starting at the Jth time slot and ending at
Kth time slot on link l′ is
XK−1

El′ (t1 , t1 + δr −1 ) =

j=J+1

(t[j] − t[j − 1])(Pl′ (r + rl′ [j]) − Pl′ (rl′ [j]))

+ (t[J] − t1 )(pl′ (r + rl′ [J]) − pl′ (rl′ [J]))

(6.1)

+ (t1 + δr −1 − t[K − 1])(pl′ (r + rl′ [K]) − pl′ (rl′ [K])).
From Eq. 6.1,

P

l′ ∈p

El′ (t1 , t1 + δr −1 ) is a linear function of t1 . Hence, given a

data rate r, it is minimized within the time slot range [J, K] when t1 = t[J − 1] or
t1 = t[K] − δr −1 . Proof ends.
6.1 An Approximation Algorithm for FPFB-MEC-Dynamic
In this section, we utilize the characteristic that energy consumption curves would
not sharply decrease to design an pseudo-polynomial time ǫ-approximation algorithm for
FPFB-MEC-Dynamic in Algorithm 2. The core idea of this algorithm is selecting a series
of data rate samples at an equal interval ξ and computing the path corresponding to each
data rate sample. Let r and r denote the upper and lower bound of the data rate. Let E and
P denote the lower bound of the energy consumption and the upper bound of the power
consumption on any path, respectively.
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Algorithm 2: SAVEE-Dyn-App
T
R
Input: G, CL , γL , R, tD , AT B, {PvD (·)}, {Pv,i
(·)}, {Pv,i
(·)}
Output: Minimum energy consumption Emin , path p, start time t1 and end time t2
1: Emin = ∞;
2: for y = 1 to TA do
3:
for x = 0 to y − 1 do
4:
for all l ∈ L do
5:
bl = min bl [i];
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

B0 =

x≤i≤y−1
δ
t[y]−t[x] ;
δ
t[y−1]−t[x] ;

B1 =
for all β ∈ {B0 + kξ|0 ≤ k ≤ ⌊(B1 − B0 )/ξ⌋ , k ∈ Z+ } do
τ1 = t[x];
τ2 = t[x] + βδ ;
Construct a directed graph G′ (V ′ , L′ ) from G with weights wL′ and costs
cL′ = {El′ (τ1 , τ2 ), l′ ∈ L′ };
(ε, ρ) = the minimum energy cost and the corresponding path to transfer the data of
size δ from vs to vd during the exact time range [τ1 , τ2 ] based on G′ ;
if ε < Emin then
Emin = ε; p = ρ; t1 = τ1 ; t2 = τ2 ;
δ
;
B2 = t[y]−t[x+1]
for all β ∈ {B0 + kξ|0 ≤ k ≤ ⌊(B2 − B0 )/ξ⌋ , k ∈ Z+ } do
τ1 = t[y] − βδ ;
τ2 = t[y];
Construct a directed graph G′ (V ′ , L′ ) with weights of wL′ and costs of cL′ in the same
way as above;
Compute the minimum energy consumption and the corresponding path (ε, ρ);
if ε < Emin then
Emin = ε; p = ρ; t1 = τ1 ; t2 = τ2 ;
return (Emin , p, t1 , t2 ).
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r = max min{ max
BlA (t), max
BlA (t)},
out
in

(6.2)

r = δ/(tD − tA ),

(6.3)

tA ≤t≤tD

l∈L

P =

(vs )

X

l∈L (vd )

Pl′ (Cl′ ),

(6.4)

l′ ∈L′

and
S
S
E = δr−1 (Ps,0
+ Pd,0
).

Theorem 6. SAVEE-Dyn-App with ξ = (ǫ − ǫ1 )(1 + ǫ1 )−1 r 2 Eδ −1 P

(6.5)
−1

can find a feasible

triplet (p, t1 , t2 ) of energy consumption within the least energy consumption multiplied by
−1 −2
(1 + ǫ) in time O(TA2 |L||D|(log log log |D| + ǫ−1
r (r − r)(1 + ǫ1 )(ǫ − ǫ1 )−1 ) if
1 )δP E

the ǫ1 −approximation algorithm in [27] is used in Lines 12 and 20 in Algorithm 2, where
√
ǫ1 = −1 + 1 + ǫ .
Proof. See Appendix A.
Theorem 7. SAVEE-Dyn-App with ξ = ǫ1 r 2 Eδ −1 P

−1

can find a feasible triplet (p, t1 , t2 )

of energy consumption within the least energy consumption multiplied by (1 + ǫ1 ) and
packet loss rate within (1 + ǫ2 ) of requirement in time
−1
O(TA2 |D|(|L| + |D| log |D|)δP E −1 r −2 (r − r) · ǫ−1
1 ǫ2 ) if the approximation algorithm

in [28] is used in Lines 12 and 20 in Algorithm 2.
Proof. The proof of the approximate ratio for energy consumption is similar to the proof
of Theorem 6. Here, we show the proof of the approximate ratio for the packet loss rate µ
in the approximate solution. The approximation algorithm in [28] can guarantee that
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− log(1 − µ) ≤ [− log(1 − γ)](1 + ǫ2 ). Assume that 0 < ǫ2 ≤ 1. Then,
µ ≤1 − (1 − γ)1+ǫ2

ǫ2 (1 + ǫ2 ) 2 ǫ2 (1 − ǫ22 ) 3
γ −
γ
2
6
ǫ2 (1 − ǫ22 )(2 − ǫ2 ) 4
γ + o(γ 4 )
−
24

=(1 + ǫ2 )γ −

(6.6)

≤(1 + ǫ2 )γ.
Proof ends.
Lemma 4. In SAVEE-Dyn-App, if the available time and the deadline for a data transfer
request are in the same time slot in the ATB table, then

dEl′ (r)/dr ≥ −El′ (r)/r.

(6.7)

Proof. The energy consumption of data transfer in a single time slot is
El′ (r) = δr −1 [Pl′ (r + rl′ ) − Pl′ (rl′ )]. Since r > 0 and dPl′ (r)/dr ≥ 0, we have
dPl′ (r + rl′ )
dEl′ (r)
= − δr −2 [Pl′ (r + rl′ ) − Pl′ (rl′ )] + δr −1
dr
dr
′ (r + rl′ )
′ (r)
dP
E
El′ (r)
l
l
+ δr −1
≥−
.
=−
r
dr
r

(6.8)

Proof ends.
Theorem 8. If the available time and the deadline for a data transfer request are in the
same time slot in the ATB table, SAVEE-Dyn-App with ξ = r · (ǫ − ǫ1 )/(1 + 2ǫ − ǫ1 ) can
find a feasible triplet (p, t1 , t2 ) of energy consumption within the least energy consumption
multiplied by (1 + ǫ) in time
−1
−1
O(TA2 |D||L|(log log log |D| + ǫ−1
1 )r (r − r)(1 + 2ǫ − ǫ1 )(ǫ − ǫ1 ) ) if the

ǫ1 −approximation algorithm in [27] is used in Lines 12 and 20 in Algorithm 2, where
p
ǫ1 = 1 + 2ǫ − (1 + ǫ)(1 + 2ǫ).
Proof. See Appendix B.
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Theorem 9. If the available time and the deadline for a data transfer request are in the
same time slot in the ATB table, SAVEE-Dyn-App with ξ = r · ǫ1 /(1 + 2ǫ1 ) can find a
feasible triplet (p, t1 , t2 ) of energy consumption within the least energy consumption
multiplied by (1 + ǫ1 ) and packet loss rate within (1 + ǫ2 ) of requirement in time
−1
O(TA2 |D|(|L| + |D| log |D|)r−1 (r − r) · (1 + 2ǫ1 )ǫ−1
1 ǫ2 ) if the approximation algorithm

in [28] is used in Lines 12 and 20 in Algorithm 2.
Proof. Similar to Theorem 7 and Theorem 8.
6.2 A Fast Heuristic Algorithm for FPFB-MEC-Dynamic
Since the above-stated pseudo-polynomial time approximation algorithm is
time-consuming, we design a fast heuristic algorithm for FPFB-MEC-Dynamic. The idea
behind Alg. 3 is as follows. Since TA time slots form TA (TA − 1)/2 time slot ranges and
the feasible data rate range can be divided into no more than |L| data rate intervals, we
only need to consider the subproblem in each time and data rate interval, and then the
entire problem can be solved by brute force. For each subproblem, we solve it by 3
phases: (1) computing the average energy consumption on each link l′ for data transfer
with size δ over the data rate range (Lines 12, 23); (2) exploiting an existing algorithm to
find a path with an approximately minimum energy consumption in a directed graph G′
constructed from G (Lines 14, 24); (3) Minimizing the energy consumption of a univariate
polynomial function with respect to data rate r over the data rate range to find the
minimum energy cost and the corresponding data rate on a path obtained in phase 2 (Lines
15, 25). Assume that the running time of the algorithm used in phase 2 is T (·). Then, the
time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(TA2 |L|T (·)).
In view of practicability, we make a tradeoff between optimality and time
complexity, and thus use the approximation algorithm in [28] to find a path with an
approximately minimum energy consumption in phase 2. To guarantee that we can obtain
a feasible solution, we replace the user request R(vs , vd , δ, tA , γ) with
R′ (vs , vd , δ, tA , γ(1 + ǫ2 )−1 ) if there exists a feasible solution for R′ . Otherwise, we only
29

Algorithm 3: SAVEE-Dyn-Heu
T
R
Input: G, CL , γL , R, tD , AT B, {PvD (·)}, {Pv,i
(·)}, {Pv,i
(·)}
Output: Minimum energy consumption Emin , path p, start time t1 and end time t2
1: Emin = ∞;
2: for y = 1 to TA do
3:
for x = 0 to y − 1 do
4:
for all l ∈ L do
5:
bl = min bl [i];
x≤i≤y−1
δ
t[y]−t[x] ;
δ
t[y−1]−t[x] ;

6:

B0 =

7:

B1 =
B = {bl |B0 < bl < B1 , l ∈ L} ∪ {B0 , B1 };
Sort elements in B and label them as b1 < b2 < · · · < bm ;
for all bi ∈ B − {B1 } do
Construct a directed graph G′ (V ′ , L′ ) from G with weights wL′ ;
Compute the average energy consumption on each link l′ for data transfer with size δ
over a data rate range [bi , bi+1 ] based
. on the formula
R bi+1
Ēl′ = bi El′ (t[x], t[x] + δ/r)dr (bi+1 − bi );

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

13:
14:
15:

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

26:
27:
28:

Assign costs cL′ = {Ēl′ , l′ ∈ L′ } to L′ ;
Compute a path ρ with the minimum energy consumption in G′ by using an existing
algorithm;
P
Minimizing a univariate polynomial Eρ = l′ ∈ρ El′ (t[x], t[x] + δ/r) over the data
rate range [B0 , B1 ] to find the minimum energy cost ε and the corresponding data rate
r on a given path ρ;
if ε < Emin then
Emin = ε; p = ρ; t1 = t[x]; t2 = t[x] + δ/r;
δ
;
B2 = t[y]−t[x+1]
B = {bl |B0 < bl < B2 , l ∈ L} ∪ {B0 , B2 };
Sort elements in B and label them as b1 < b2 < · · · < bm ;
for all bi ∈ B − {B2 } do
Construct a directed graph G′ (V ′ , L′ ) from G with weights wL′ ;
Compute the average energy consumption Ēl′ on each link l′ for data transfer with size
δ over a data rate range [bi , bi+1 ], and assign Ēl′ to link l′ as its cost;
Compute a path ρ with the minimum energy consumption in G′ by using the same
algorithm as above;
P
Minimizing a univariate polynomial Eρ = l′ ∈ρ El′ (t[x], t[x] + δ/r) over the data
rate range [B0 , B2 ] to find the minimum energy cost ε and the corresponding data rate
r on a given path ρ;
if ε < Emin then
Emin = ε; p = ρ; t1 = t[y] − δ/r; t2 = t[y];
return (Emin , p, t1 , t2 ).
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compute a feasible solution for R. In this case, the time complexity of Algorithm 3 is
O(TA2 |L||D|(|L| + |D|log|D|)ǫ−1
2 ).
6.3 A Genetic Algorithm for FPFB-MEC-Dynamic
We apply a genetic algorithm (GA)to the FPFB-MEC-Dynamic problem to
globally search for its optimal solution and consider the genetic algorithm GA-Dyn as
reference for comparison. GA-Dyn is designed for the subproblem in each time and data
rate range as follows.
6.3.1 Framework
The processes of the proposed GA-Dyn are as follows:
• Step 1. Create the initial population of size n and sort all individuals by their fitness
values.
• Step 2. Divide chromosomes in current population into n/2 pairs, each of which
consists of two adjacent chromosomes in the fitness ranking, and apply the
crossover operation to every pair of chromosomes.
• Step 3. Apply the mutation operation to the first half of chromosomes in current
population.
• Step 4. Evaluate and sort new chromosomes with the fitness function.
• Step 5. Keep track of the chromosome with the least fitness value over all the
generations.
• Step 6. Repeat step 2-5 until the specified number of generations is reached.
6.3.2 Initial Population
In the initial population, each individual is composed of an integer randomly
evenly generated in the range [0, 65535] and a path randomly generated from source to
destination.
6.3.3 Chromosomal Representation
A chromosome includes two parts: a data rate and a path. Data rate r is represented
as a binary sequence of round [(216 − 1)(r − r)/(r − r)], so it can be represented as an
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1
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7
3

5
(a)

Data rate (fixed length)

Path (variable length)

representation(r) = 43594
1→2→4→6→7
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 4 6 7
representation(r) = 22051
1→3→4→5→7
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 4 5 7
(b)

Fig. 6.1. An example of chromosomal representation: (a) a network, (b) a chromosome

integer in the range [0, 65535]. A path p is represented as a sequence of nodes from source
to destination, and has a variable length. Let us take an example of the network in Fig. 6.1.
Crossover Operation: The crossover on the data rate is a single point crossover on
a pair of binary sequences. In the crossover on the path, we randomly pick a common
forwarding node in two paths, and swap the first part of the two paths. For instance, a
chromosomal crossover operation is shown in Fig. 6.2.
Mutation Operation: The mutation on the data rate is to randomly flip a bit in the
binary sequence. The mutation on the path is randomly selecting a node in the path and
trying to complete one of the followings with probabilities of P1 , P2 and P3 , respectively.
(1) If the previous and next nodes of a node in the path are adjacent, delete the node from
the path. (2) If the previous and next nodes of a node share another adjacent node outside
the path, replace the node with its parallel node. (3) If a node and its next node in the path
share adjacent node outside the path, insert its adjacent node immediately after the node.
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Parent 1::

Data rate (fixed length)
D

Path (variable length)

representation(r) = 43594

1→2→4→6→7

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 4 6 7
Parent 2::

representation(r) = 22051

1→3→4→5→7

0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 4 5 7
Child 1:

representation(r) = 43620

1→2→4→5→7

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 4 5 7

Child 2:

representation(r) = 22025

1→3→4→6→7

0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 4 6 7

Fig. 6.2. An example of chromosomal crossover

For example, chromosomal mutation operations for the three different cases are shown in
Figs. 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5.
6.3.4 Fitness Function
P
The objective function is O(r, p) = min l′ ∈p ElD′ (r). In constraint handling, the
r,p
P
penalty function is P (p) = max{0, −W + l′ ∈p wl′ }. Thus, the fitness function is
P
P
F (r, p) = O(r, p) + λi P (p) = min l∈p ElD (r) + λi · max{0, −W + l′ ∈p wl′ }, where
r,p

λi is the penalty factor.

6.3.5 Control Parameters
Population size is set to network size, i.e. the number of routers. Reproduction
rate, which is the ratio of the number of parents selected to the population size, is set to 0.
The penalty factor λi is set to 100,000,000. Crossover rate, which is the probability that
any pair will undergo crossover, is set to 1. Mutation rate on the data rate part of a
chromosome, which is the probability that a single bit will be changed, is set to 1.
Mutation rate on the path part of a chromosome is the probability that a single node will
be deleted, replaced or added, if possible. For a path, we try to conduct the deletion
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(a)

Data rate (fixed length)

Path (variable length)

representation(r) = 43594
1→2→4→6→7
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 4 6 7
representation(r) = 43586
1→2→6→7
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 6 7
(b)

Fig. 6.3. An Example of chromosomal mutation on node deletion
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6
4

vs
1

vd
7
3

5
(a)

Data rate (fixed length)

Path (variable length)

representation(r) = 43594
1→2→4→6→7
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 4 6 7
representation(r) = 43586
1→2→5→6→7
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 5 6 7
(b)

Fig. 6.4. An Example of chromosomal mutation on node replacement
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(a)

Data rate (fixed length)

Path (variable length)

representation(r) = 43594
1→2→4→6→7
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 4 6 7
representation(r) = 43586
1→2→3→4→6→7
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 4 6 7
(b)

Fig. 6.5. An Example of chromosomal mutation on node addition

operation with the probability of P1 = 0.4, the replacement operation with the probability
of P1 = 0.3, and the addition operation with the probability of P1 = 0.2. Once an
operation can be conducted indeed, GA-Dyn will do it.
6.3.6 Termination
Criterion for terminating is that the maximum iteration number is reached. The
final solution is the least cost path subject to the packet loss constraint so far, or the least
weight path if no feasible solution is found by GA-Dyn.
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Chapter 7
Performance Evaluation for the Powerdown Model

7.1 Simulation Setup
Since FPFB-MEC-Static is an instant bandwidth scheduling problem, even the
optimal solution of SAVEE-Sta-Opt for the simplified version of FPFB-MEC-Static
without the packet loss constraint does not automatically guarantee the optimality of the
overall energy saving in HPN with continuously arriving user requests over a period of
time. We conduct a simulation-based performance evaluation of SAVEE-Sta-Opt in
comparison with the minimum end time (MET) algorithm, i.e. the OptFPFB algorithm
in [24], and an energy-aware version of MET, referred to as EAMET. MET does not
consider the energy consumption of network devices and always powers on all the routers
and line cards; while EAMET shuts down idle routers and line cards whenever possible.
In the simulation, the scheduler uses EAMET to find the earliest end time of data transfer,
which is then used as a base point for setting an appropriate deadline constraint for
SAVEE-Sta-Opt in FPFB-MEC-Static.
We investigate these algorithms in two types of networks: i) simulated random
networks of 20 to 60 nodes with 10% links of a complete network, and (ii) a real-life
high-performance network ESnet5. The arrivals of user requests follow the Poisson
distribution. The data sizes are of the lognormal distribution mainly within 12.5 Gigabytes
to 12.5 Petabytes. The parameters of the power model are chosen according to Cisco
CRS-3 100G router and Cisco 7603 10G router. Each scheduling simulation lasts for 2
months and is repeated 10 times with different sources and destinations in the user
requests. In the performance evaluation, each data point denotes the average result of 10
runs.
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7.2 Random Simulated Networks
In random simulated networks, the capacity of the core link is of 100 Gbps and the
capacity of the edge link is of 10 Gbps. Here, the edge link is connected to a leaf node,
and the core link connects two non-leaf nodes.
7.2.1 Scalability
We run MET, EAMET, and SAVEE-Sta-Opt under different network sizes for
scalability test. The average arrival interval of user requests is set to be 3 hours, and the
deadline of data transfer in SAVEE-Sta-Opt is set to be the minimum end time calculated
by EAMET. We define the unit energy consumption (UEC) as the ratio of the total energy
consumption to the size of data transfer, and plot the UEC measurements in Fig. 7.1.
These measurements show that SAVEE-Sta-Opt saves energy from 22% to 97% in
comparison with MET and saves energy from 0 to 37% in comparison with EAMET, as
the number of routers increases from 20 to 60 at an interval of 5. We also observe that the
energy-saving performance improves as the network size increases, which is mainly due
to the fact that i) there are more paths to choose from in larger networks and ii) paths are
more likely to be merged when the network is lightly loaded.
7.2.2 Traffic Load
We further examine the performance of MET, EAMET, and SAVEE-Sta-Opt in
terms of UEC under different traffic loads in a medium-sized network of 40 nodes. The
deadline of data transfer in SAVEE-Sta-Opt is set to be the minimum end time calculated
by EAMET. The performance measurements are plotted in Fig. 7.2, which shows that
SAVEE-Sta-Opt saves energy from 61% to 94% in comparison with MET and saves
energy around 25% in comparison with EAMET as the average arrival interval of user
requests varies from 1 hour to 12 hours at an interval of 1 hour. Note that more frequent
request arrivals correspond to higher traffic loads.
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Fig. 7.1. Performance improvement of SAVEE-Sta-Opt in terms of UEC under different
network sizes.
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Fig. 7.2. Performance improvement of SAVEE-Sta-Opt in terms of UEC with different
arrival intervals of user requests in random networks.

7.2.3 Deadline Constraints
We investigate the UEC of MET, EAMET, and SAVEE-Sta-Opt under different
data transfer deadline constraints in the network of 40 nodes. The average arrival interval
of user requests is set to be 3 hours. The data transfer deadline in SAVEE-Sta-Opt varies
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Fig. 7.3. UEC of SAVEE-Sta-Opt with different deadline constraints in random networks.

from 1 to 1.5 times of the minimum end time calculated by EAMET, at an interval of 0.1.
We plot the UEC measurements together with the standard deviations in Fig. 7.3, which
shows that SAVEE-Sta-Opt saves energy from 82% to 83% in comparison with MET and
saves energy from 22% to 25% in comparison with EAMET. It is also interesting to point
out that the impact of deadline constraints on the energy-saving performance of
SAVEE-Sta-Opt is not very obvious. Therefore, in practice, we may choose a deadline
constraint that is close to the minimum transfer end time calculated by EAMET.
7.3 A Real-life Network – ESnet5
We evaluate the performance of SAVEE-Sta-Opt using a real-life
high-performance network, DOE’s ESnet5, whose geographical layout and logical
topology are shown in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5, respectively.
7.3.1 Traffic Load
We run MET, EAMET, and SAVEE-Sta-Opt in ESnet5 with different arrival
intervals of user requests. The data transfer deadline constraint is set to be 1.2 times of the
minimum end time calculated by EAMET. We plot the performance measurements in
Fig. 7.6, which shows that SAVEE-Sta-Opt saves energy from 14% to 74% in comparison
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Fig. 7.4. The geographical layout of ESnet5 [2].
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Fig. 7.5. The logical topology of ESnet5.
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Fig. 7.6. Performance improvement of SAVEE-Sta-Opt in terms of UEC with different
arrival intervals of user requests in ESnet.

with MET and saves energy from 6% to 15% in comparison with EAMET as the average
arrival interval of user requests varies from 1 hour to 12 hours at an interval of 1 hour.
7.3.2 Deadline Constraints
We run MET, EAMET, and SAVEE-Sta-Opt in ESnet5 with different data transfer
deadline constraints. The average arrival interval of user requests is set to be 3 hours. The
deadline constraint varies from 1 to 1.5 times of the minimum end time calculated by
EAMET, at an interval of 0.1. We plot the UEC measurements together with the standard
deviations in Fig. 7.7, which shows that SAVEE-Sta-Opt saves energy from 41% to 44%
in comparison with MET and saves energy from 11% to 15% in comparison with
EAMET. Again, we observe that the impact of deadline constraints on SAVEE-Sta-Opt’s
energy saving performance is not obvious, especially after the deadline constraint is
extended to 1.2 times of the minimum transfer end time.
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Fig. 7.7. UEC of SAVEE-Sta-Opt with different deadline constraints in ESnet.
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Chapter 8
Performance Evaluation for the Speed Scaling Model

8.1 Simulation Setup
SAVEE-Dyn-Heu for FPFB-MEC-Dynamic is a heuristic algorithm and only
obtains a locally optimal solution. Furthermore, there is no guarantee of the upper bound
on the gap between the locally optimal solution and the globally optimal solution. We
conduct a simulation-based performance evaluation of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu in comparison
with the minimum end time (MET) algorithm, i.e. the OptFPFB algorithm in [24], and
GA-Dyn for global search. In the simulation, the scheduler uses MET to find the earliest
end time of data transfer, which is then used as a base point for setting an appropriate
deadline constraint for SAVEE-Dyn-Heu in FPFB-MEC-Dynamic.
We investigate these algorithms in simulated random networks of 50 to 90 nodes
with 10% links of a complete network. The arrivals of user requests follow the Poisson
distribution. The data sizes are of the lognormal distribution mainly within 125 Gigabytes
to 125 Petabytes. The parameters of the power model are chosen according to Cisco
CRS-3 100G router and Cisco 7603 10G router. Each scheduling simulation lasts for 3
days and is repeated 10 times with different sources and destinations in the user requests.
In the performance evaluation, each data point denotes the average result of 10 runs. In
random simulated networks, the capacity of the core link is of 100 Gbps and the capacity
of the edge link is of 10 Gbps.
8.2 The Number of Generations in GA-Dyn
In order to make a tradeoff between the performance and the time complexity of
GA-Dyn, we run GA-Dyn over different numbers of generations. Here, the number of
routers is 80; average arrival intervals of user requests is 1.5 hours; the deadline constraint
is 1.5 times of the minimum end time calculated by MET. For each number of
generations, the average fitness value in all the time-bandwidth ranges for all the user
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Fig. 8.1. The average fitness of GA-Dyn in all the time-bandwidth ranges for all the user
requests under different numbers of generations.

requests is shown in Fig. 8.1. From the result, we can see that the average fitness tends to
converge after 10 generations. Hence, we set the number of generations to 10, which is the
same as the setting in [29].
8.3 Scalability
We run MET, SAVEE-Dyn-Heu, and GA-Dyn under different network sizes for
scalability test. The average arrival interval of user requests is set to be 1.5 hours, and the
deadline of data transfer in SAVEE-Dyn-Heu is set to be 1.5 of the minimum end time
calculated by MET.
8.3.1 Energy Saving per Data Transfer
In order to provide an insight into the exact performance of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu and
GA-Dyn on solving the FPFB-MEC-Dynamic problem for instant scheduling, we would
like SAVEE-Dyn-Heu and GA-Dyn to deal with the identical user requests in the exact
same network environment for a fair comparison. Hence, we run the simulation of a
mixed bandwidth scheduling algorithm in which once a user request is received, the path,
start time and end time are calculated by both SAVEE-Dyn-Heu and GA-Dyn separately,
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Fig. 8.2. Performance improvement of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu over GA-Dyn for each data
transfer request in terms of UEC under different network sizes.

but only a better scheduling is put into effect. In the procedure, we keep the track of
energy consumption of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu and GA-Dyn for each data transfer request,
respectively. Then, we compute the energy saving percentage of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu over
GA-Dyn per data transfer and thus obtain the average energy saving percentage during the
whole simulation period. According to Fig. 8.2, facing a single user request,
SAVEE-Dyn-Heu can save 1.4% to 5.8% energy in comparison to GA-Dyn when the
number of routers in a backbone network varies from 50 to 90.
8.3.2 Overall Performace
Network service providers are concerned about overall energy saving more than
energy saving for each user request. After running MET, SAVEE-Dyn-Heu and GA-Dyn
independently, we plot the UEC and running time measurements together with their
standard deviations in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4, respectively. These measurements show that
SAVEE-Dyn-Heu reduces energy consumption by 4.2% to 44.1% in comparison with
MET, and GA-Dyn reduces energy consumption by 5.6% to 37.0% in comparison with
MET, when the number of routers increases from 50 to 90 at an interval of 5. Although
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Fig. 8.3. Overall performance improvement of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu and GA-Dyn over MET
in terms of UEC under different network sizes.

their energy consumption reductions are comparable, SAVEE-Dyn-Heu has 11.9 to 26.8
times of the running time of MET, while GA-Dyn has 156.6 to 665.9 times of the running
time of MET and has 11.4 to 61.1 times of the running time of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu. As a
baseline, the running time of MET increases from 11ms to 76ms with the number of
network nodes for each user request.
8.4 Traffic Load
We further examine the performance of MET, SAVEE-Dyn-Heu, and GA-Dyn
under different traffic loads in large-sized networks of 80 nodes. The deadline of data
transfer in SAVEE-Dyn-Heu is set to be 1.5 of the minimum end time calculated by MET.
8.4.1 Energy Saving per Data Transfer
The average energy saving measurements of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu and their standard
deviations for a single data transfer request are plotted in Fig. 8.5, which shows that
SAVEE-Dyn-Heu saves 2.1% to 7.0% energy in comparison with GA-Dyn as the average
arrival interval of user requests varies from 15 minutes to 3 hours at an interval of 15
minutes.
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Fig. 8.5. Performance improvement of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu over GA-Dyn for each data
transfer request in terms of UEC with different arrival intervals of user requests in random
networks.

8.4.2 Overall Performance
The overall energy saving measurements and their standard deviations are plotted
in Fig. 8.6, which illustrates that SAVEE-Dyn-Heu reduces energy consumption by 16.6%
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Fig. 8.6. Overall performance improvement of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu and GA-Dyn over MET
in terms of UEC with different arrival intervals of user requests in random networks.

to 44.2% in comparison with MET and GA-Dyn reduces energy consumption by 9.6% to
38.4% in comparison with MET as the average arrival interval of user requests varies from
15 minutes to 3 hours at an interval of 15 minutes. Furthermore, the running time ratios of
SAVEE-Dyn-Heu and GA-Dyn to MET together with the standard deviations are
separately plotted in Fig. 8.7, which displays that the running time of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu is
8.3 to 67.7 times of that of MET, while the running time of GA-Dyn is 183 to 3523 times
of the running time of MET that varies from 10ms to 46ms per user request with the
increasing average arrival interval of user requests. In this scenario, even though GA-Dyn
consumes 23.0 to 56.3 times of the running time of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu, SAVEE-Dyn-Heu
saves up to 11.8% energy in comparison with GA-Dyn.
8.5 Deadline Constraints
We investigate the performance of MET, SAVEE-Dyn-Heu, and GA-Dyn under
different data transfer deadline constraints in networks of 80 nodes. The average arrival
interval of user requests is set to be 1.5 hours. The data transfer deadline in
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Fig. 8.7. Running time ratios of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu to MET and GA-Dyn to
SAVEE-Dyn-Heu with different arrival intervals of user requests in random networks.

SAVEE-Dyn-Heu and GA-Dyn varies from 1 to 2 times of the minimum end time
calculated by MET, at an interval of 0.1.
8.5.1 Energy Saving per Data Transfer
Fig. 8.8 demonstrates that as for a single data transfer request, SAVEE-Dyn-Heu
saves 3.1% to 5.6% energy in comparison with GA-Dyn over different data transfer
deadline constraints.
8.5.2 Overall Performance
Figs. 8.9 and 8.10 reveals that SAVEE-Dyn-Heu reduces energy consumption by
10.6% to 37.0% in comparison with MET and has 2.5 to 15.5 times of the running time of
MET, while GA-Dyn reduces energy consumption by only 6.1% to 32.1% in comparison
with MET but 61.8 to 612.7 times of the running time of MET and 25.2 to 58.5 times of
the running time of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu. As a baseline, MET spends 34ms dealing with a
user request on average. It is also interesting to point out that the impact of deadline
constraints on the energy-saving performance of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu is not very obvious
when it is larger than the minimum end time multiplied by 1.5. Therefore, in practice, we
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Fig. 8.8. Performance improvement of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu over GA-Dyn for each data
transfer request in terms of UEC under different deadline constraints in random networks.
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Fig. 8.9. Overall performance improvement of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu and GA-Dyn over MET
in terms of UEC under different deadline constraints in random networks.

may choose a deadline constraint that is around 1.5 times of the minimum transfer end
time calculated by MET.
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Fig. 8.10. Running time ratios of SAVEE-Dyn-Heu to MET and GA-Dyn to
SAVEE-Dyn-Heu under different deadline constraints in random networks.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion

We formulated two advance instant bandwidth scheduling problems
FPFB-MEC-Static and FPFB-MEC-Dynamic in high-performance networks according to
power-down and speed scaling energy saving policies for minimizing energy consumption
of data transfer under deadline and packet loss constraints. After proving the
NP-completeness of these two problems, we design an approximation algorithm for
FPFB-MEC-Static and a polynomial time optimal solution for its simplified version, and
design an ǫ-approximation algorithm and a fast heuristic algorithm for
FPFB-MEC-Dynamic in view of the tradeoff between optimality and time cost in practice.
Our work reveals that bandwidth scheduling that takes energy consumption into account
could lead to significant energy saving in comparison with the existing scheduling
algorithms with focus on traditional optimization objectives.
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Appendix A
Proof of Theorem 6

Without loss of generality, we consider the energy consumption of data transfer
starting at the beginning of Jth time slot and ending at Kth time slot on link l′ as follows.
El′ (r) =

XK−1
j=J

(t[j] − t[j − 1])(Pl′ (r + rl′ [j]) − Pl′ (rl′ [j]))

+ [δr −1 − (t[K − 1] − t[J − 1])]

(A.1)

· (Pl′ (r + rl′ [K]) − Pl′ (rl′ [K])).

dPl′ (r + rl′ [j])
dEl′ (r) XK−1
=
(t[j] − t[j − 1])
j=J
dr
dr
dPl′ (r + rl′ [K])
+ [δr −1 − (t[K − 1] − t[J − 1])]
dr

(A.2)

−2

− δr [Pl′ (r + rl′ [K]) − Pl′ (rl′ [K])]
≥ − δr −2 Pl′ (r + rl′ [K]) ≥ −δr −2 Pl′ (Cl′ ).

Ep (r) =

X

l′ ∈p

El′ (r)

X
dEp (r) X dEl′ (r)
=
≥ −δr −2
Pl′ (Cl′ ) ≥ −δr −2 P ,
dr
dr
′
′
l ∈p

l ∈p

p∗ and r ∗ represent the path and the data rate of an optimal solution for data
transfer from Jth time slot to Kth time slot, respectively. Let
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(A.3)

(A.4)

˜ = Ep∗ (B0 + kξ), B0 + kξ ≤ r ∗ < B0 + (k + 1)ξ}. Then,
ξˆ = min{ξ˜ > 0|Ep∗ (r ∗ − ξ)
ˆ ≤Ep∗ (r ∗ ) − ξˆ
Ep∗ (r ∗ − ξ)

dEp∗ (r)
dr
r ∗ −ξ̂≤r≤r ∗
min

(A.5)

ˆ −2 P .
≤Ep∗ (r ∗ ) + ξδr
Let E(r) denote the energy consumption of the approximate solution obtained in
Algorithm 2 for data transfer from Jth time slot to Kth time slot. Let E ∗ (r) denote the
minimum energy consumption of data transfer from Jth time slot to Kth time slot given
the data rate r.
Since
ξ=

(ǫ − ǫ1 )r2 E
,
(1 + ǫ1 )δP

(A.6)

E(r)
(1 + ǫ1 )E ∗ (r)
(1 + ǫ1 )Ep∗ (r)
≤
≤
∗
∗
Ep∗ (r )
Ep∗ (r )
Ep∗ (r ∗ )
ˆ p∗ (r ∗ )
≤(1 + ǫ1 )Ep∗ (r ∗ − ξ)/E
ˆ −2 P ]/Ep∗ (r ∗ )
≤(1 + ǫ1 )[Ep∗ (r ∗ ) + ξδr

ˆ
ξδP
]
r 2 Ep∗ (r ∗ )
ˆ
ξδP
≤(1 + ǫ1 )[1 + 2 ]
r E
ξδP
≤(1 + ǫ1 )[1 + 2 ] = 1 + ǫ.
r E
≤(1 + ǫ1 )[1 +

(A.7)

The running time can be considered as

f (ǫ1 ) = α1 ·

1 + ǫ1
.
ǫ1 (ǫ − ǫ1 )

(A.8)

Let
ǫ21 + 2ǫ1 − ǫ
df (ǫ1 )
= α1 · 2
= 0.
dǫ1
ǫ1 (ǫ − ǫ1 )2
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(A.9)

Then,
0 < ǫ1 = −1 +
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√

1 + ǫ < ǫ.

(A.10)

Appendix B
Proof of Theorem 8

r(ǫ − ǫ1 )
r ∗ (ǫ − ǫ1 )
ξˆ ≤ ξ =
≤
1 + 2ǫ − ǫ1
1 + 2ǫ − ǫ1

⇒ξˆ + 2ǫξˆ − ǫ1 ξˆ ≤ r ∗ ǫ − r ∗ ǫ1

(B.1)

ˆ 1 ≤ r − 2ξˆ + r ǫ − 2ξǫ
ˆ
⇒r − ξˆ + r ǫ1 − ξǫ
∗

∗

∗

∗

ˆ + ǫ1 ) ≤ (r ∗ − 2ξ)(1
ˆ + ǫ)
⇒(r ∗ − ξ)(1

ˆ
ˆ + ξˆ · dEp∗ (r ∗ − ξ)/dr
Ep∗ (r ∗ ) ≥Ep∗ (r ∗ − ξ)
∗
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ − ξˆ · Ep∗ (r ∗ − ξ)/(r
− ξ)
≥Ep∗ (r ∗ − ξ)

ˆ · [1 − ξ/(r
ˆ ∗ − ξ)]
ˆ
=Ep∗ (r ∗ − ξ)

(B.2)

∗
ˆ · (r ∗ − 2ξ)/(r
ˆ
ˆ
− ξ)
=Ep∗ (r ∗ − ξ)
∗
ˆ
ˆ
− ξ).
≥Ep∗ (r) · (r ∗ − 2ξ)/(r

(1 + ǫ1 )E ∗ (r)
(1 + ǫ1 )Ep∗ (r)
E(r)
≤
≤
∗
∗
Ep∗ (r )
Ep∗ (r )
Ep∗ (r ∗ )
ˆ + ǫ1 )Ep∗ (r)
(r ∗ − ξ)(1
≤
ˆ p∗ (r)
(r ∗ − 2ξ)E
ˆ + ǫ1 )
(r ∗ − ξ)(1
=
≤ 1 + ǫ.
r ∗ − 2ξˆ

(B.3)

The running time can be considered as

f (ǫ1 ) = α2 ·

1 + 2ǫ − ǫ1
.
ǫ1 (ǫ − ǫ1 )
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(B.4)

Let
df (ǫ1 )
−ǫ2 + 2(1 + 2ǫ)ǫ1 − ǫ(1 + 2ǫ)
= α2 · 1
= 0.
dǫ1
ǫ21 (ǫ − ǫ1 )2

(B.5)

p

(B.6)

Then,
0 < ǫ1 = 1 + 2ǫ −

(1 + ǫ)(1 + 2ǫ) < ǫ.
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